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Determinism and free will What is determinism? Determinism is a philosophical concept. It means that the
course of each human life is predetermined. Forces which predetermine in this way could be: God or a
supreme being as in some religious beliefs Fate or destiny: Usually, when the belief is found in religion, it is
called predestination. St Augustine in the fourth century and John Calvin , a Swiss Protestant reformer, both
held this view. It must be understood that fate and destiny are the opposite of chance or luck, which suggest
haphazard, unplanned events affecting our lives. What is free will? A modern understanding of free will is that
human beings are able to make choices freely; that they can plot their own lives and are thus totally
responsible for those choices. Earlier traditions would see it in the light of humankind having been destined
for perfection but now being subject to the consequences of original sin , environmental forces and the factor
of Providence. In Christian thinking, the theologian Armenius in the seventeenth century put this latter view
forward. His theology is often called Arminianism. Examples in literature In literature, the conflict between
determinism and free will has been portrayed from Greek tragedy to the novels of George Eliot and Thomas
Hardy and beyond. Oedipus tries everything he knows to avoid fulfilling the prophecy, but ironically,
everything he does only helps to fulfil it. He finds that, as the prophecy predicted, he has killed his own father
and married his own mother. The irony of fate The English novelist Thomas Hardy often uses this same sort of
irony. She decides to write a letter, delivers it, but unbeknown to her, the letter slips under a carpet and is
never found. We are left to decide whether: It is an unlucky accident Some sort of malevolent Fate A moral
failure on her part not to tell Angel face to face. A moral force In the novels of another Victorian writer,
George Eliot, there is a more obvious moral pattern. For example, in Middlemarch, the religious hypocrite
Bulstrode finds that however much he tries to hide his past, an apparent series of coincidences actually reveal
it. His actions help to achieve the opposite of what he wishes. But here, unlike with Tess or Oedipus, we feel
fate, or destiny, is a moral force. Destiny or plot requirement? Any novelist or dramatist has to use
coincidences to make a plot work. The point is that if coincidences are patterned or weighted one way or the
other, the audience no longer sees them as coincidences but some systematic force of destiny. The writer then
needs to provide some sort of interpretation for this force beyond that of the needs of his own plot
manipulation. A political system of thought, based on the writings of Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, which
analyses social organisation according to material provision. Bishop in North Africa who wrote a huge volume
of literature, including many influential theological works John Calvin Leading figure in the Reformation.
Christians whose faith and practice stems from the Reformation movement in the sixteenth century which
resulted in new churches being created as an alternative to the Roman Catholic Church. State of disobedience
to - and alienation from - God believed to have characterised human beings since the Fall of Adam and Eve.
The care and concern for future well-being; in particular, the care of God the Father for all creation. Name
originally given to disciples of Jesus by outsiders and gradually adopted by the Early Church. Those engaged
in the study of God. Following the theology of the Dutch seventeenth century theologian, Arminius. Martin
Luther, a 16BCE monk and religious scholar and writer. A Lutheran is someone who follows the religious
beliefs of Martin Luther. The Lutheran church is represented worldwide. Christians believe that humans from
then on have had a a predispostion to disobey God. A drama in which the main character falls from power,
dignity and prosperity to misery, defeat and usually death a long fiction, a prose narrative. The writer of a text,
to be distinguished from the narrator. Greek dramatist, one of three famous tragedians What is destined to
happen to someone. The plans or message of God communicated by God through a human messenger called a
prophet. A priestess at the Temple of Apollo in Delphi who was believed to utter prophesies from the god.
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Well aware that, like the fountain of youth of which we read in the Fairy Tales of the East, the bright springs of poetry
may he drank but by few; and that the path we fondly deemed led to immortality, too often terminates in the waters of
oblivionâ€”I dare only intreat gentle visitings, for the alight plant thus adventured in open daylight; and look forward to its
fate with fear, rather than with hope that it will blossom to maturity.

An uncle of L. Another uncle was Rector of Aberford, and L. Whittington Landon, who was educated at
Worcester College. When she came to the attention of a neighbor, William Jerdan, who was the editor of the
Literary Gazette, L. In driving from town to Brompton immediately before dinner, on passing St. Dinner
passed, and within an hour the ladies were joined at tea, by which time a most touching poem of 74 lines was
completed on the given theme. These sentimental commodity-poems made ambiguous capital of a popular
spectacle of beauty. Though readers from her lifetime to now sometimes miss the point, her works are not
about the experiences and feelings of the narrated characters; they are about the narration of those feelings and
experiences. For example, she wrote often in that way in her hundreds of contributions to gift books and
annuals: In her books of poetry--including a section of her book "The Troubador," Catalogue of Pictures and
Historical Sketches 6 and including numerous and lengthy descriptions of art in the title poem of her book The
Improvisatrice 7 --L. A striking example of this characteristic genre of L. An earlier issue of that periodical 4
January had included a description, in prose, of several sealing wafers, each of which bore an engraved
reproduction of a contemporary painting. Most often, each such poem is literally about a picture or statue
though her descriptions sometimes contradict the pictures , while more trenchantly the poems make an issue of
the artificiality of art. Containing eleven designs, executed in oil colours. This genre characterizes her early
work, however, as well her later: An issue on which most but not all memoirists and commentators agree is
the literariness i. This feature of her work elicits negative judgments from critics in the romantic school of
thought, habituated to valuing what they believe to be true personal feeling, or sincerity, or authenticity in an
individualistic mode. Art that is about art, or poetry that makes its own artifice into a theme, will not gratify
the expectations of such readers unless they mistake its second-order ironies for more innocent pretense of true
personal feeling. In an anonymous review of "The Improvisatrice" and Other Poems [probably written by
Jerdan, and appearing in The Literary Gazette 3 July ], one of the rare voices of admiration for the artistry of
L. If true poetry consist in originality of conception, fineness of imagination, beautiful fitness and glow of
expression, genuine feeling, and the outpourings of fresh and natural thoughts in all the force of fresh and
natural language, it is pre-eminently conspicuous in the writings of L. Thus, for example, Enfield represents a
widely held view and a correlative negative judgment that dates from L. The whole of this extinct species is
described by Thackeray in the Spring Annual by which young Pendennis earned his first guineas in London.
The book was daintily illustrated with pictures of reigning beauties, or other prints of a tender and voluptuous
character, and as these plates were prepared long beforehand, requiring much time in engraving, it was the
eminent poets who had to write for the plates, and not the painters who illustrated the poems. After the death
of her father, L. Increasingly, as she grew older, L. For example, in "The Hall of Statues" L. However, if I
must have an unhappy passion, I can only console myself with my own perfect unconsciousness of so great a
misfortune. In the same preface, L. The second-order status of such poetry--not its derivative character, but its
ability to make its own illusionary status into its subject-matter--is its achievement. Her work amounts to a
trenchant critique of the commercial and conventional lies about life that reappeared, then as now, in popular
entertainments--especially the sexualized story of true personal love and the correlative reduction of art to an
illusion of passionate and true, and personal feeling. As a professional manufacturer of such products, L. She
was able to manufacture examples by the hundreds that satisfied precisely the expectations of which they were
most harshly critical. That dual theme, more than any other issue, is characteristic of L. In connection with this
dual theme The Keepsake is an important and especially meaningful venue for L. To quote one important
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recent commentator on the annuals, Everything in and about the Keepsake is false. The illustrations were not
engraved, but mostly etched. The ones by Heath were not by Heath but by a group of engravers in his shop
that worked on individual parts of any illustration. The edges were not gold. It was not "great" literature but
marketed itself so. And to go even further, the books were not handcrafted as advertising marketing implies,
but were made in an assembly line at a book factory. Its binding is fancy dress material pasted on boards,
imitating feminine fashion--fashion is not a book but a book is fashion. And the Keepsake longed for the past
but had little to do with the past; all is fake. Its only evidence of desire is the signature plate or inscription on
the inner leaf. If whole generations--whole cultures--were enabled, by such artistry, to see their own illusions
as artifacts in vellum or celluloid, or CRT , much would have been accomplished. Toward that
accomplishment, the gilt and silk and vellum of the Keepsake, and even its bribery, its advertising, its
marketing, and its questionable business practices, contribute meaningfully. Two of the most ordinary forms
of gossip dominate the remainder of L. Enfield writes that "about onwards, she herself, her friends, and
acquaintances began to be deluged with anonymous letters accusing L. In contrast, Renalds writes that
"malicious rumors. The date and the locus of such slander are matters on which no consensus has been
reached: Stephenson terms the public venues of the slander "the gutter press" 36 , and dates the earliest
examples in October and November of , but she also shows that such gossip had been circulated even
earlier--"at least by June of " The gossip concerned L. For details of the gossip, see the biographical sources
listed in note 1, below. Reportedly, she was found with a medicine bottle in her hand she had been taking
prussic acid for an ailment. Personalistic sentimentality is understood to be a favorable marketing condition
for writings that are believed to be about personal sentiment; such marketing conditions promote the
circulation of rumors, the enjoyment of gossip, and the hedonistic substitution of personal feelings for the
harder-edged meanings of L. Principal sources include the following, listed in chronological order: Laman
Blanchard, "Memoir of L. Colburn, ; Mrs. Maclean," in Memoirs of Literary Ladies of England, 2 vols. Henry
Colburn, ; anon. With a Memoir London: Hogg, ; New York: Harper and Brothers, ; Philadelphia: Virtue, ; D.
A Mystery of the Thirties London: George Routledge and Sons, n. The Woman Behind L. Manchester
University Press, Several but not all of these important sources are cited in the excellent introductory essay in
Letitia Elizabeth Landon: Broadview Press, ; this volume is especially useful not only for its texts but also for
its appendix, "Index to the Poetry of Letitia Elizabeth Landon," ed. Return to Essay 2. Siddons is shortly going
to Oxford, and as we have connections there, and Mrs. Return to Essay 3. At first, Landon published her
poems with only the initial L. Return to Essay 4. Return to Essay 5. McGann and Riess, Introduction, p.
Return to Essay 6. Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown, and Green, Return to Essay 7. Hurst and Robinson, Return
to Essay 8. McGann and Riess, Return to Essay 9. See, for example Peter J. Jordan and Robert L. Cambridge
University Press, , , which combines factual information about the production of the Keepsake with a negative
judgment of its literary worth. Return to Essay On disillusion as the theme of L. Oxford University Press, ,
The best account of the production of the Keepsake, and the extent to which manipulation of imagery
controlled that production, is Kathryn Ledbetter, "White Vellum and Gilt Edges: The Keepsake Literary
Annual. This list is limited to works published initially as separate volumes. Saunders and Otley, Traits and
Trials of Early Life. Chapman and Hall,
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Rowden was an engaging teacher, with a particular enthusiasm for the theatre. I never knew her to be wrong.
Paying for Whittington through university Worcester College, Oxford was one of the needs that drove Letitia
to publish. Whittington went on to become a minister and published a book of sermons in Letitia also had a
younger sister, Elizabeth Jane born , who was a frail child and died in , aged just Appearance and character[
edit ] The following statements from those who knew her give some idea of the woman known as L. Emma
Roberts , from her introduction to "The Zenana and other works": Gay and piquant, her clear complexion, dark
hair, and eyes, rendered her, when in health and spirits, a sparkling brunette. The prettiness of L. Hall from
The Atlantic Monthly: Words and thoughts that she flung hither and thither, without design or intent beyond
the amusement of the moment, come to me still with a mingled thrill of pleasure and pain that I cannot
describe, and that my most friendly readers, not having known her, could not understand. Elwood from her
Memoirs of Literary Ladies: One aspect that is common to all accounts of those who knew Miss Landon is
that she possessed an exceptionally high level of intelligence. It is distinguished by very great intellectual
power, a highly sensitive and ardent imagination, an intense fervour of passionate emotion, and almost
unequalled eloquence and fluency. Of mere art she displays but little. Her style is irregular and careless, and
her painting sketchy and rough but there is genius in every line she has written. Literary career[ edit ] An
agricultural depression soon followed, and the family moved back to London in , where John Landon made
the acquaintance of William Jerdan , editor of the Literary Gazette. Thomson , Jerdan took notice of the young
Landon when he saw her coming down the street, "trundling a hoop with one hand, and holding in the other a
book of poems, of which she was catching a glimpse between the agitating course of her evolutions. The
following year, with financial support from her grandmother, Landon published a book of poetry, The Fate of
Adelaide, under her full name. And all of us praised the verse, and all of us guessed at the author. We soon
learned it was a female, and our admiration was doubled, and our conjectures tripled. Mary Mitford claimed
that the novels of Catherine Stepney were honed and polished by Landon. In , scholar Cynthia Lawford
published birth records implying that Landon had in fact borne children in the s from a secret affair with
Jerdan. She became engaged to John Forster. To him, she wrote: The more I think, the more I feel I ought not I can not - allow you to unite yourself with one accused of - I can not write it. The mere suspicion is dreadful
as death. Were it stated as a fact, that might be disproved. Were it a difficulty of any other kind, I might say,
Look back at every action of my life, ask every friend I have. But what answer can I give I feel that to give up
all idea of a near and dear connection is as much my duty to myself as to you I cannot get over the entire want
of delicacy to me which could repeat such slander to myself. Maclean, however, moved to Scotland early the
following year, to the surprise and distress of Landon and her friends. After much prodding, Maclean returned
to England and he and Landon were married shortly thereafter, on 7 June Emma Roberts writes of Mr
Maclean: Possessing, in her estimation, merits of the highest order, the influence which he gained over her
promised, in the opinion of those who were best acquainted with the docility of her temper, and her ready
acquiescence with the wishes of those she loved, to ensure lasting happiness. Two months later, on 15
October, Landon was found dead, a bottle of prussic acid in her hand. There is ample evidence that she
showed symptoms of Stokes-Adams syndrome for which the dilute acid was the standard remedy. No autopsy
was carried out and from the eye-witness accounts it seems, in retrospect, almost certain that Mrs McLean
suffered a fatal convulsion. Moreover, her having that syndrome without a heart pacemaker made a premature
demise more or less inevitable. In addition to the works listed below, Miss Landon is known to be responsible
for innumerable anonymous reviews and other articles whose authorship is unlikely ever now to be established
compare Emma Roberts above. She also assumed the occasional pseudonym: In recent years, however,
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scholars and critics have increasingly studied her work, beginning with Germaine Greer [25] in the s. It was
not considered that the very bases for such criticism had already been systematically and effectively
demolished by Sarah Sheppard in her "Characteristics of the Genius and Writings of L E L" of Because they
whose decision it is, are subjects of the superficial spirit of the age, which leaves them unacquainted with all
of which it appoints them judges. Because, either from a dislike of trouble, or inability to pursue the inquiry,
these judges never deviate from their own beaten right line to observe how genius acts and is acted
upon,â€”how it is influenced, and what effects it produces on society. Hence the mistaken opinions concerning
literary characters one is often compelled to hear from those who, it is to be feared, know little of what they
affirm; and of literary works from those who, it is also to be feared, are not competent to decide on their
merits. It is indeed strange with what decision people set their seal of condemnation on volumes beyond
whose title-pages they have scarcely looked. Any assessment should not forget the factors that brought
Landon to pre-eminence: Those ideas engendered a whole new school of poetry the "Landon School" , which
spread not only in England but also in America. It is entirely her own. It had one prominent and fixed
character, and that character belonged solely to itself. The rhythm, the feeling, the style and phraseology of L.
To express what we feel on her loss is impossibleâ€”and private sorrows of so deep a kind are not for public
display: Then, as in our day, young hearts will beat responsive to the thrilling touch of her music; her song of
love will find a sacred home in many a fair and ingenuous bosom; her numbers, which breathed of the finest
humanities, her playfulness of spirit, and her wonderful delineation of character and societyâ€”allâ€”all will
be admired, but not lamented as now. List of works[ edit ] This is an original oil painting by artist Henry
James Richter that was painted between and There is a handwritten poem on a wooden slide out from the
bottom of the painting. The painting is currently in a private collection. Rolls of a painting by artist Henry
James Richter. The painting is titled, "The Love Letter". The Fate of Adelaide. A Swiss Romantic tale and
other poems. The Literary Gazette, Poetic Sketches 5 series. Poetical Catalogue of Pictures. The
Improvisatrice and other poems, with embellishments. Catalogue of pictures and historical sketches. Hurst,
Robinson and Co. The Golden Violet with its tales of Romance and Chivalry, and other poems. Henry
Colburn and Richard Bentley. The Book of Beauty; or, Regal Gallery. Rees, Orme, Brown, Green, and
Longmans, Metrical versions of the Odes tr. Calendar of the London Seasons. The New Monthly Magazine,
The Vow of the Peacock and other poems. London, Saunders and Otley, Versions from the German. Traits
and Trials of Early Life. Ethel Churchill; or, The Two Brides. A Novel as editor. The Female Picture Gallery.
Castruccio Castrucani, a tragedy in 5 acts. Life and Literary remains of L. London, Henry Colburn, - L.
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A black and terrible shadow, as the gloom Of the destroying angel's form; the wind Swept past with hollow murmur; and
the birds Ceasing their song of joyfulness, with mute.
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